Let C be a small category with cofibrations. In this paper, we define the K-theory and Hochschild homology groups of C of order Y , where Y is an ordered finite simplicial set with basepoint. Further, we construct the Dennis trace map between these groups. 
Introduction
In [3] , Waldhausen introduced categories with cofibrations and defined their K-theory groups by means of the "S-construction". For any n ≥ 0, Waldhausen's S-construction associates to a small category C with cofibrations a category S n C. An object of S n C is a chain of n composable cofibrations in C starting with the zero object (see (2.1)) Then, the objects of the simplicial category S • C = {S n C} n≥0 determine a simplicial set SC = {obj(S n C)} n≥0 . Then, the K-theory groups of the category C are defined to be the homotopy groups of the loop space Ω SC of the geometric realization of the simplicial set SC.
Let Ord * denote the category of finite, totally ordered sets with basepoint. Let SmCat 0 denote the category of small categories with zero objects. The starting point for this article is the fact that the association n ↦ S n C extends naturally to a functor S(C) from Ord * to SmCat 0 . Then, if we take a simplicial object Y ∶ ∆ op → Ord * of Ord * , i.e., Y is an ordered finite simplicial set with basepoint, we consider the composition (see (2.4))
The purpose of this paper is to study the K-groups K Y p (C), p ≥ 0 of C of order Y which we define to be the homotopy groups of the loop space of the geometric realization of the simplicial set S Y (C) (see (2.5) 
In the second part of the paper, we want to define Dennis trace maps from K 
category with cofibrations
In this section and throughout this paper, we let C be a small category with cofibrations in the sense of Waldhausen [3] . In other words, C is a category with a zero object together with a subcategory coC satisfying the axioms (Cof1) and (Cof2) below. The morphisms in coC will be referred to as cofibrations and denoted by feathered arrows "↣".
(Cof1) Every isomorphism in C is a cofibration. For any object A in C, the canonical morphism 0 → A is a cofibration.
(Cof2) Given a cofibration A ↣ B, its pushout C ∐ A B along any other morphism A → C exists in C and the canonical morphism C → C ∐ A B is a cofibration.
Given a cofibration A ↣ B in C, its pushout 0 ∐ A B along the morphism A → 0 will be denoted by B A. The canonical morphism from B to the pushout B A = 0 ∐ A B is referred to as a quotient map and denoted by B ↠ B A. The sequence A ↣ B ↠ B A is referred to as a cofibration sequence. A functor between categories with cofibrations is said to be exact if it takes 0 to 0, preserves cofibrations as well as the pushout diagrams arising from axiom (Cof2).
Given C as above, we let S • C be the simplicial category associated to C by Waldhausen's S-construction (see [3, 1.3] ). More explicitly, for any n ≥ 0, an object of S n C is a sequence (a 0 , a 1 , ..., a n−1 ) of composable cofibrations:
together with a choice of quotients
We now let Ord * denote the category of finite totally ordered sets (Z, * )
Γ * denote the subcategory of Ord * consisting of the objects [n] = {0 < 1 < 2 < ... < n} (with basepoint 0) for any n ≥ 0. Then, the category C determines a functor:
where SmCat 0 denotes the category of small categories with zero objects. The morphisms in SmCat 0 are functors that preserve zero objects. Given a morphism
we have an induced functor:
where in (2.3), for any 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, the cofibration b j = ∏ i∈φ −1 (j),i<n a i is the composition of the cofibrations a i where i lies in the ordered set φ −1
(j) and i < n. In (2.3) it is understood that when φ 2) extends to a functor from Ord * to SmCat 0 that we continue to denote by S(C) ∶ Ord * → SmCat 0 . We are now ready to define the K-groups of C with respect to an ordered finite simplicial set Y with basepoint. Definition 2.1. Let C be a category as above and let Y ∶ ∆ op → Ord * be an ordered finite simplicial set with basepoint. Let Sets * denote the category of pointed sets. We consider the following composition of functors:
where obj ∶ SmCat 0 → Sets * is the functor that associates a category in SmCat 0 to its set of objects (with the zero object going to the basepoint). We consider the geometric realization S 
We now show that homotopic maps of ordered simplicial sets determine identical morphisms on the K-groups defined above. 
In particular, if Y and Y ′ are simplicially homotopy equivalent as simplicial objects of
n be the morphisms corresponding to f and g respectively at each level n. We are given that f and g are simplicially homotopic morphisms between simplicial objects of Ord * . It follows that (see [4, § 8.3 .11]) there are morphisms
) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n are respectively the face and degeneracy maps of the simplicial object Y (resp. Y ′ ) of Ord * . We now consider the simplicial sets S
It now follows from the definitions in (2.5) that the induced morphisms 
. Given a small category with cofibrations E, we now recall that a functor F ∶ C × D → E is said to be bi-exact if it satisfies the following two conditions (see, for instance, [2, Definition 4.2.1]):
(2) Given cofibrations C ↣ C ′ and D ↣ D ′ in the categories C and D respectively, the canonical morphism from
→ Ord * be an ordered finite simplicial set with basepoint. Let C, D and E be small categories with cofibrations and let F ∶ C × D → E be a bi-exact functor. Then, there exists a product structure:
Proof. Given a bi-exact functor F ∶ C × D → E, we consider the induced functors F n ∶ S n C × S n D → S n E, n ≥ 0 defined as follows:
We note that since F is bi-exact, the morphisms
) is a cofibration. Using the fact that F is bi-exact, we also see that
Hence, it follows that (2.8) induces a morphism obj(S n C) ∧ obj(S n D) → obj(S n E) of pointed sets. Then, if we consider the ordered finite simplicial set Y = {Y n } n≥0 , we have morphisms:
From (2.9), it follows that we have a morphism 
The result is now clear from the definitions in (2.5).
Hochschild homology and the Dennis trace map
We recall that a cyclic set is a contravariant functor from Connes' cyclic category ∆C to the category Sets of sets (for details see, for instance, [1, § 6.1.2.1]). Given a small category A, we can associate to it the cyclic set CN (A) = {CN n (A)} n≥0 given by its cyclic nerve; in other words, for any n ≥ 0, we set: By abuse of notation, given a small category A, we will also let CN (A) = {CN n (A)} n≥0 denote the underlying simplicial set of the cyclic set CN (A). 
